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This talk is about:

•  Exact conserved correlators

•  UV and IR limit

•  Effective action tomography

•  Higher spin fields

•  Tensionless strings

•  SFT tomography (?)





In particular why are e.m. tensor correlators

so important?

Because the source of the e.m. tensor is the 

metric (or, better, the metric fluctuations). 

Thus the e.m. tensor correlators can be 

interpreted as scattering amplitudes for 

gravitons in the framework of AdS/CFT.

(C.Closset,D.Dumitrescu,G.Festuccia, 

Z.Komargodski,N.Seiberg,X.Camanho,J.Edelstein,

J.Maldacena, G.Pimentel, A.Zhiboedov,…)



…but this consideration can be generalized
to any current!

Not only that. Not only conformal
correlators are important and interesting. 
See below







Also Vuorio, Giombi, Minwalla, Prakash, Trivedi, Yin, Wadia





























For HS theories, see:

Vasiliev, Prokushkin, Metsaev,… 
Bekaert, Young, Mourad, Francia, 
Iazeolla, Sagnotti, Campoleoni, 
Fredenhagen, Fotopoulos, Tsulaia, 
Taronna,…



So what happens?

In the effective action of a massive 3d fermion we have
found all the local action for spin 1, 2, 3: YM, CS, EH, 
Fronsdal, Pope-Townsend,….

Is there more?

Yes. Fortunately we can compute the effective action of a 
3d fermion exactly for any current.



















Temporary conclusion:

Free field theories generate one-loop effective actions
which contain information (action, eom,…) about a very
large spectrum of (if not all) local field theories physicists
have been able to invent.

This may be thought of as a form of duality:

Free field theory ↔        Higher spin field theories



But the higher spin theories so far are in 
linearized form. Is the correspondence
only valid for free higher spin theories?

The answer is: no! The correspondence
extends also to interactions.

Let us consider some examples

















In any case  we seem to be able to reconstruct not
only the linearized part of the actions, but also
(perturbatively) the interactions. 

If this is true the previous correspondence will be:

Free field theory ↔     Interacting AS field theories
AS= any spin

(also interacting?)



We have indications that in order to describe quantum 
gravitational effect we need a theory with infinite many
fields. (Camanho-Edelstein-Maldacena-Zhiboedov, 
2014)

But what is this theory: string theory, HS theories, or 
what else? We don’t know.

It would be interesting to apply the previous duality also
to string theory. 













Thanks


